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 получики и признание за своими достижениями, а также за участие в различных научных мероприятиях. Как и прежде, Университет Клемсон будет предлагать студентам уникальные возможности для развития их карьеры в области науки.

В преддверии новых академических лет, мы хотим поделиться с вами обновленной информацией о предстоящих событиях и мероприятиях в Междисциплинарном колледже.

Here are some upcoming events and activities in the College of Science.

Here's what's happening around the College of Science.
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Alumni Spotlight: Matthew Troutman

Matthew Troutman, a professor of physics at the University of California, Berkeley, has always been passionate about sharing his love for physics with others. He received his Ph.D. in physics from UC Berkeley in 2010 and has been teaching at Berkeley ever since.

MLK Award for Excellence in Service: Kinsley Meggett

Kinsley Meggett is an assistant professor of biology at the University of Georgia. She is known for her dedication to mentoring students and for her work on diversity in the sciences.

Student Engagement: Tigers on Call 2019

This year's networking event brought more than 50 Clemson alumni and friends who work in health-care fields together with more than 200 students at the Hendrix Student Center on campus for panel and roundtable discussions, a mock MCAT exam, and casual networking opportunities. Students could also learn about professional and graduate degree program opportunities from regional schools attending the accompanying pre-health fair.

Tigers on Call 2019: It's a great time to be in SCIENCE!
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Tiger's in the house!
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MORE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE EVENTS

READ MORE

MORE INFORMATION

Find out more about SCIENCE: Visit clemson.edu/science
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